
AGE: 16 years old FROM: England - South East

I’m campaigning for young people to be recognised for the 
work we do in promoting environmental issues. As part 
of this, I’m leading a project called A Wild Future, which 
includes a blog where young naturalists can showcase their 
passions. We promote wildlife events including Birdfair and 
Bird Camp, and hope to work closely alongside charities such 
as the Cameron Bespolka Trust, which aims to bring children 
and nature together.

My volunteering journey started at the age of 14, when I 
joined a Green Academies project at Morden Hall Park, a 
National Trust property. I’m part of a group of young Urban 
Rangers aged 11-24 who help with gardening, managing 
woodland and maintaining hedgerows.

Recently, we came up with the idea of having a ‘tree 
giveaway’ where members of the public could take a tree for 
free and plant it where they chose. This gave us the chance 
to tell visitors about the work that young people are doing to 
improve the environment. 

Social action has given me the opportunity to get involved 
with some amazing environmental campaigns and events.

In June, I attended the Parliamentary Lobby for the 
Environment with other Urban Rangers and the Director 
General of the National Trust to urge the Government to act 
on the climate emergency. Then in August, I took part in a 
panel about young people and wildlife at Countryfile Live, 
alongside fellow young environmental activists Bella Lack 
and Dara McAnulty.

Through volunteering and campaigning, I’ve made new 
friends and it’s been brilliant to meet so many people who 
care about nature as much as I do. I’ve learned that you don’t 
need to be famous to have influence. Any one of us can make 
change happen simply by taking that first step towards a 
better world.

ORGANISATIONS I’VE WORKED WITH
GREEN ACADEMIES PROJECT (NATIONAL TRUST), CAMERON BESPOLKA TRUST, MORDEN HALL PARK, WILSON’S SCHOOL

ARJUN DUTTA

“I want to see more young 
people from diverse cultures and 
backgrounds getting involved in 
environmental action. Nature is 
something that everyone should 
be encouraged to enjoy and care 
about, regardless of their ethnicity.”

CHARACTER STRENGTHS  
COMMUNICATION, OPEN MINDEDNESS, COURAGE, COMMUNITY AWARENESS, HOPE OR OPTIMISM


